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Religion or Creed Part 9 Lekh 54
It has been related before that ‘Religion’ has two aspects:1

The Internal ‘Spiritual Religion’ – which is the
illumination of the Divine Light or ‘Naam’

2

External mental ‘religion’- is dependent on the
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

hue or colour of the subconsciousness
intellectual knowledge
good or bad company
mental methods
physical rites and rituals

of the (human) being and it operates in the materialistic sphere. It has
its origin in our subconsciousness – which is dependent on
the hue of previous lives
the company during this life
the sharpness of the intellect
religious belief and practice,
and keeps on changing.
There are many layers of our ‘life’ or personality:The illumination of the spiritual light or ‘Naam’
The subconsciousness
The colouring of the Divine Virtues
The changing phase of the mind
The over flowing of emotions
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The intellect’s power of deliberation
Religious thought or faith
Physical rites and rituals.
Thus the overall colouring of all these layers is indeed said to be
(one’s) personality
and the essence of this personality is in fact every man’s own real and
all – embracing
Personal Religion.
The effect of the colouring of various external thoughts and
religious beliefs and practices continues to fall every moment on our
mental ‘personality’ and ‘religion’ as a result of which our personality
and ‘personal religion’ are also ever changing.
This is why in the company of the satsangat, the colouring of fearorientatedness is different, and (when) away from satsangat – under
the influence of materialism - the colouring of our thoughts and
personality and our desires become something else.
In other words, it is according to the ‘changing-colouring’ of our
mind, that our
life
personality
religious faith
rites and rituals
religious beliefs and practices
fear orientatedness
also keeps on changing.
Sometimes, the soul soars high in the heavens, and sometimes it falls to the
depths of the nether regions.
The greedy soul does not remain stable; it searches in the four directions. 876
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1
2
3

This mind does not hold still, even for an instant. Distracted by all sorts of
distractions, it wanders around aimlessly in the ten directions.
The mind is churning with so many waves of desire. How can one be
emancipated in the Court of the Lord?

170
1088

They attach their consciousness to the foul-smelling pile of filth, which comes
for a moment, and departs in an instant.
442

In actual fact man’s life has many aspects which are ‘selfcontradictory. Because the colouring of our subconsciousness is
powerful, it dominates our superficial thoughts and man being out of
control, acts under the colouring of previous subconsciousness. For
this reason, many truth seekers with virtuous thoughts get carried away
in the ‘tide’ of power of their impure subconsciousness and man’s
inclination becomes polluted.
On the other hand if a man with filthy subconsciousnessness has
the strong company of Guru orientated beloved ones and pure souls,
then his emotions of fear-orientatedness become ‘Divine’ and he lives
a ‘religious life’.
4

Beholding them, desire wells up in my mind; when will I obtain the Lord, the
treasure of virtue?
703

4

Without the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, love for the Lord does not
well up; without this love, Your devotional worship cannot be performed.
694

5

In the Company of the Holy, one's sins fly away.

6

In the Company of the Holy, we become obedient to the Lord.

272-6

7

In the Company of the Holy, God seems very sweet.

272-5

8

In the Company of the Holy, one's Dharmic faith is firmly established.

9

In the Company of the Holy, egotism is eliminated.

271-19

271-16
271-5

Man under the influence of his personality at one and the same
time spontaneously passes through many colours and guises. This is
said to be ‘hypocrisy’. In this way man plays with double or triple
standards.
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Thus by being a hypocrite, ‘man’:deceives himself
tricks others
turns away from God
loses his religion
indulges in sin
wastes his invaluable life in vain
comes under the control of yamas (the couriers of death)
gets entangled in the circle of births and deaths.
1

The religious rites, rituals and hypocrisies which are seen, are plundered by the
Messenger of Death, the ultimate tax collector.
747

2

They do their evil deeds, and pretend otherwise;
but in the Court of the Lord, they shall be bound and gagged like thieves.

3

Their inner beings are filled with poison, and yet with their mouths, they preach
words of Ambrosial Nectar.
Bound and gagged in the City of Death, they are punished and beaten.
194

4

Hiding behind many screens, they commit acts of corruption,
but in an instant, they are revealed to all the world.

194

5

Those in duality (sometimes with materialism-sometimes with God) waste away
their life in vain and live in a state of anxiety.
They keep drifting in the world ocean, neither here nor there because they are
carrying the burden of duality on their heads. B G var 33/1

6

The sinful person immersed in duality pretends to be in meditation like a crane standing
on one leg…….
The poison remains in the mind as the false sinful pretensions of doubt do not leave the
mind
Filling the snake pit does not kill the snake as the snake meaning the mind has moved I
nto the nether region meaning it is entangled in deep falsehood………..
The relish of duality is not good (as the fruits of sin is death) BG 33/14

In such a ‘hypocritical’ life:The soul says something else,
The ‘steam’ that comes out of the subconsciousness is
something different,
The ‘mind’ says something else,
The intellect is thinking differently,
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194

Passion is creating its own waves,
Anger is keeping its flames burning,
Greed is showing its own intense greed,
Attachment is entangling (man) in its own trap,
Me-mineness is trying to have a tight ‘embrace’
The lion of egotism is roaring!
Such pitiful condition of man is described in Gurbani thus:1

How can the beautiful fortress be conquered, O Siblings of Destiny?
It has double walls and triple moats. ||1||Pause||
It is defended by the five elements, the twenty-five categories, attachment,
pride, jealousy and the awesomely powerful Maya.
The poor mortal being does not have the strength to conquer it; what should I
do now, O Lord? ||1||
Sexual desire is the window, pain and pleasure are the gate-keepers, virtue and
sin are the gates.
Anger is the great supreme commander, full of argument and strife, and the
mind is the rebel king there. ||2||
Their armor is the pleasure of tastes and flavors, their helmets are worldly
attachments; they take aim with their bows of corrupt intellect.
The greed that fills their hearts is the arrow; with these things, their fortress is
impregnable.
1161

2

Royal power, wealth, beauty, social status and youth are the five thieves.
These thieves have plundered the world; no one's honor has been spared. 1288

Man cannot acquire faith quickly in the invisible, in the cause of
causes, in the all powerful ‘energy’ of God, because of man’s
confidence and belief in the visible and the materialistic world through
numerous previous lives. Sometimes this belief is there, sometimes it
is not there and keeps wavering this way. The result is this is that the
truth seeker takes one step towards spirituality, but materialism’ pulls
him back ten steps.
3
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He takes one step forward, and then moves back ten steps.

1246

In this way under the influence of materialism, all of man’s
religious and worldly life goes awaste in ‘doubt’, fallacy or anxiety. In
other words there is no progress in man’s spirituality. This ‘doubt’ or
double mindedness
L54/5

or ‘ditch’ of fallacy is described by Gurbani thus:1

A two faced mind-orientated person’s mind breaks up in the same way as when
milk solids separate from water in milk.
At first it appears sweet but later it turns bitter and causes disease.
BG33/15

2

second, the sense of duality; third, the three-phased Maya.

3

The disease of duality is so very deadly; it causes dependence on Maya.

4

The self-willed manmukhs are afflicted with the disease of duality; they are
burnt by the intense fire of desire.
1130

5

He is deluded by duality and doubt. In egotism, he suffers in pain.

1091

6

This body is the source of all Maya;
in love with duality, it is deluded by doubt.

1065

7

The entire world has gone insane in egotism.
In the love of duality, it wanders deluded by doubt.

1153

159

8

The love of duality and doubt have ruined the self-willed manmukh, who is
lured away by the Messenger of Death.
569

9

This mind is not even touched by spring.
This mind is burnt by duality and double-mindedness.

10

1176

In the love of duality, the soul-bride is ruined; around her neck she wears the
noose of Death.
134

In this way man:by getting out of tune
by disregarding
by being self-willed
by acting according to his own command
in ignorance
in doubt fallacy
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113

of the ‘divine illumination’ or Naam of the one and only ‘spiritual
religion’,
6

passes through various so called outward ‘religions’, indulging in
actions according to his self-will and suffering the consequences.

Man subordinate to his internal ‘five thieves’ (lust, anger, greed,
attachment, egotism), becoming indifferent and out of tune with his
center- ‘the ‘divine illumination’ or ‘Shabad’, ‘Naam’, ‘command’ –
lives according to his own self-will. These ‘five elements’ continue to
blow their own ‘trumpets’ as a result of which many and varied types
of ‘disturbances’ and ‘turmoils’ erupt in our minds. For this reason the
‘mind’ cannot be ‘still’ nor can it focus.
In this way these ‘five-elements’ have caused serious confusion in our
mind with which man getting agitated becomes non-pulsed and his
uncontrolled condition becomes that of ‘not knowing and not seeing
anything’ and his ‘tension’ of the mind becomes worse. It is with this
mental tension that heart trouble and various other nervous and mental
diseases are on the increase.
This materialistic decline of ours has been described in Gurbani
thus:1

The dogs of greed are with me.
In the early morning, they continually bark at the wind.

24

2

One who is attached to Maya is totally blind and deaf.
He does not listen to the Word of the Shabad; he makes a great uproar and
tumult.
313

3

He harbors anxiety within himself, but to the eyes, he appears to be happy; his
hunger never departs.
O Nanak, without the True Name, no one's sorrows have ever departed.
319

4

The self-willed manmukh remains deluded by his doubts.
He is filled with anxiety, and he cannot even sleep.

646

Man, becoming defiant and out of tune with the ‘Divine’
Religion’ of spiritual illumination or Naam, becomes ‘blind-deaf’ and
L54/7

7

without spiritual ‘life-guidance’, there is the ‘big turmoil of
materialistic foul up’ erupting in his mind throughout his life, and he
continues to suffer.
Entangled and enmeshed in the love of false occupations, the whole world is
perishing.
134

Our practical ‘personal religion’ is one in which our
faith
thinking
thoughts
desires
conduct
conversation
behaviour
actions
manners
company
enduring
utterances
automatically
unknowingly
unconsciously
spontaneously
forcefully
manifest outwardly,
and not that which we have
adopted
espoused
acknowledged
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with out superficial mind.
To clarify ‘practical’ and ‘spiritual’ religion an example is given
below:8

A busy mother brings up her baby and a nurse also looks after it.
There is a great difference in the minds and heart (of these two
people who are) serving the child.
The mother, melting in the ‘affection’ of the extremely deep
‘motherly-love’ serves her child and never gets ‘bored’ or ‘tired’,
neither does she complain.
This ‘affection’ sprouts automatically, spontaneously in the depths
of the mother’s mind – it is with this (affection) that she happily and
eagerly makes many kinds of sacrifices for her child and cherishes her
child with ‘good wishes’ and love-blessings, and is ever expressing
devotion and sacrificing herself.
The mother did not read or learn about ‘mother-love’ from
anyone. It is the diffusion and symbol of fathomless and limitless
‘Divine love’ of the Timeless Being for His child-like ‘off-springs’,
passing through the mother’s bosom, that is responsible for the child’s
up bringing.
1

In the mother's womb, You sustained me, and in this mortal world, You alone
help me.
1215

2

The Dear Lord is my mother, the Dear Lord is my father; the Dear Lord
cherishes and nurtures me.
The Dear Lord takes care of me; I am the child of the Lord.
Slowly and steadily, He feeds me; He never fails.
1101/2

3

Think of the Glory of the All-pervading Lord, O mortal;
what is your origin, and what is your appearance?
He who fashioned, adorned and decorated you
- in the fire of the womb, He preserved you.
In your infancy, He gave you milk to drink.

4

Perfect, Supreme Lord-unseen Nourisher of al.

266
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On the other hand, the nurse having read or learnt )about child
care)
L54/9

9

serves the child only at prescribed times for which she gets paid a salary.
After duty she completely forgets the child.
In this way:In the background of mother’s service there is Divine Love
Orientation and endearment (affection). But
in the background of the nurse’s service, there is self-interest
and is just a duty without inspiritation.
The mother brings up the child with love blessings eagerly,
affectionately, every moment, day and night, all her life.
The nurse, discharges her duty out of self interest, passing her
time (tending to the child) for a limited duration with superficial
heart.
The mother’s service-orientation (dedication)-sprouts from
within (her being)
The nurse’s duty (is one that) has been learnt and taught.
Thus while one’s duty is self-less’ and is subject to ‘loveorientation’, the other is carrying out her duty for the fulfillment of self
interest.
according to the above statement of Gurbani, man over many previous
lives, passing through the doubt-fallacy of ignorance, tri-attributive
‘worldly’ materialism and having the ‘company’ and remembrance’ of
this worldly materialism, has himself become an ‘embodiment’ of this
false worldly ‘materialism’. In this way our mind, intellect, mental
faculties, subconsciousness have been grafted with the ‘colouring’ of
materialism.
For not discovering the complete intuitional knowledge of the innate
‘spiritual religion’, or ‘Shabad’, ‘Naam’, ‘Hukum’ mentioned in Gurbani,
our acquired external ‘religions’ are restricted or limited up to our
physical and mental ‘level and these religions are
L54/10
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also smeared by ego-ridden colouring as a result of which our religious
thoughts
thinking
emotions
faiths
faith-filled disposition
rites and rituals
worship
meditation-penance
ascetic-disciplines
etc. (and) numerous ‘rituals’ too have become
unwieldy
voluminous
hollow
worldly
a compulsion
a show
customary routine
purposeless-less
insipid
‘life-less means’.
1

Paying a fine under pressure, does not bring either merit or goodness.

2

One who acts through stubbornness is of no account at all; like a crane, he
pretends to meditate, but he is still stuck in Maya.
687

3

Without the Naam, the Name of the Lord, all their actions are useless, like the
magician who deceives through illusions.
1343

4

Whoever does not realize the essence of the soul
- all his religious actions are hollow and false.

.

Besides this, we, the so called religious people regard ourselves
L54/11
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787

1351

higher, better, nobler and perfect saints as compared to others. We
look down upon others and see them with contempt! In this way we
are feeding our ‘egotism’ with ‘religious-fodder’ and making it fat,
powerful and deep (seated).
According to the saying, ‘one bitter gourd, the other climbed the
margosa tree’, our acquired so called ‘religions’ instead of decreasing
the chronic disease of ‘egotism’, they increase and make it stronger
and we continue to drift away from our real ‘spiritual goal.’
1

Ego is opposed to the Name of the Lord; the two do not dwell in the same
place.
560

2

If someone does millions of good deeds, while acting in ego,
he shall incur only trouble; all this is in vain.

278

Thus these customary, hollow, ritualistic so called ‘religions’ too
become a form of materialism in the company and ‘colouring’ of
which our mind, intellect, inclination, subconsciousness become dirty,
heartless, audacious, hollow, faith-less and insipid.
Continuous practice of these faith-less, customary, hollow, lifeless
means, make our mind even more dirty, materialistic, heartless and
audacious as a result of which the
lofty
pure
noble
divine
subtle
tender
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spiritual emotions
spiritual flights
love-orientation
L54/12

love of the Self within
taste of love
spiritual bliss
spiritual eagerness
spiritual intoxication
spiritual ecstasy
(that which is experiencable), our mind is incapable of
understanding
discovering
recognizing
researching
experiencing and
enjoying.
There is a complaint from most of the truth-seekers that while
reading Bani (religious scriptures) or doing daily prayers or
meditating, their mind is unable to concentrate and they don’t get (to
experience the) spiritual taste. A clear reason for this that our mind has
become so materialistic, hollow, heartless, tasteless and egoistic with
the continuous practice of materialistic and hollow, customary, faithless religious means that it (the mind) is unable to experience the
heavenly flights of Gurbani’s innate, hidden intuitional knowledge and
tender spiritual feelings and the love of one’s own inner being.
This is the reason that man indulging in numerous religious rites
and rituals and hollow means and becoming
better
higher
handsome
virtuous,
L54/13

instead of making spiritual progress he, under the shelter of religion
L54/13

is absorbed in low materialistic inclinations such as:jealousy
duality
hatred
enmity – opposition
arguments
immoral deeds
fanaticism
quarrels
oppression.
In this way, the purposeless, customary, hollow, rites-rituals,
instead of becoming helpful and blissful in our ‘spiritual path’ deprive
us from the gifts of the internal ‘spiritual religion’ or ‘Shabad’,
‘Naam’, Hukam etc. and become ‘obstacles’ in our real ‘spiritual
path’.
1
2
3
4

5
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Enshrine the True One in your heart; this is the most excellent action.
All other hypocritical actions and devotions bring only ruin.

1343

Without the Word of the Guru's Shabad, no one finds release.
Practicing hypocrisy, no one finds liberation.

839

If you knew the nature of God,
you would know that all of these beliefs and rituals are in vain.

470

Whoever does not realize the essence of the soul
- all his religious actions are hollow and false.
They read scriptures, and contemplate the Vedas; they practice the inner
cleansing techniques of Yoga, and control of the breath.
But they cannot escape from the company of the five passions; they are
increasingly bound to egotism.

L54/14

1351

641

1

Acting in egotism, selfishness and conceit, the lovers of rituals carry the
unbearable load.
When there is no love for the Naam, then these rituals are corrupt.
252

We are satisfied with the customary routines of the purposeless, hollow
means of these external ‘religions’ and regarding this as our religious
achievement, we go about bloated (boastfully).

But about the
hidden
profound
innate
intuitional
subtle
tender
spiritual gifts and ‘spiritual power’ mentioned in Gurbani,
we are totally
unacquainted
ignorant
uninformed
careless
indifferent
not in need
or are knowingly ‘pretending’ to be so.
Man, after passing through 8.4 million lives, gets the human body with
great good fortune so that he can once again meet ‘his-Source’ and ‘Giver’
the Lord God:2Kabeer, it is so difficult to obtain this human body; it does not just come over and over again.
It is like the ripe fruit on the tree; when it falls to the ground, it cannot be re-attached to the
branch.
1366
Mortals wander lost and confused through countless lifetimes; their fear of death is never
removed.
Says Nanak, vibrate and meditate on the Lord, and you shall dwell in the Fearless Lord.
1427
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1

This human birth is priceless (because) this is the time when meeting (with
Waheguru) can take place.
Bh G 41/11

2

Wandering and roaming through 8.4 million incarnations, you have now been
given this human life, so difficult to obtain…….
You have come to trade in gems and jewels, but you have loaded only barren
soil.
1017

(Caught up) in the doubt-fallacy of materialism, we are wasting our
invaluable human birth
1

In the pitch darkness of materialism and

2

In the hollow, insipid religious rites – rituals and routine customary
practices

Regarding this condition of ours, Gurbani warns us thus:3

Why have you forgotten your Lord and Master, who blessed you with this
human life?
Remembering Him in meditation, one is liberated. And yet, you do not sing His
Praises, even for an instant.
902

2

O mortal, why have you wasted your life?
Intoxicated with Maya and its riches, involved in corrupt pleasures, you have
not sought the Sanctuary of the Lord.
1231

4

Says Kabeer, meditate and vibrate on the Lord, O madman. Your life is uselessly
wasting away.
1252

5

O mortal, as Gurmukh, meditate on the Naam, the Name of the Lord.
In duality, you are ruining and wasting this priceless human life. You trade it
away in exchange for a shell.
1261

6

Slipping away - your life is uselessly slipping away.
Night and day, you listen to the Puraanas, but you do not understand them, you
ignorant fool!
Death has arrived; now where will you run?
1353

Intellectual religious knowledge is indeed a very subtle and solid ‘chain’
in the religious path, and the learned and scholars are themselves not aware
of it. It is extremely difficult to be free from the subtle chains of knowledge
because
L54/16
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they (the scholars), are thickly galvanized with the perfectness and
expertise of knowledge. Therefore, they remain deprived of the high
spiritual flashes, glitters, taste-colour and subtle emotions of love.
Through their sharp intellect, they are able to convince people, but
except for feeding their ego, they remain completely deprived of subtle
spiritual emotions, flashes and the flights of Divine Kingdom. This is
so because these intellectual scholars test, weigh and get the result of
everything with their sharp intellect. We of the intellectual sphere are
wasting our time and energy in the research of ‘what ‘, ‘why’, and
‘how’.
Divine ‘glimmer’, ‘flashes’, taste-colour, love of one’s own being,
ecstatic state- are above the (worldly state of) ‘trigun’ and are the
intuitional topics of the ‘fourth stage’. Our intellectual awareness is
capable only in ‘trigun’ (the worldly state) and is unable to catch the
‘ecstatic play’ of the ‘fourth stage’, which we analyse with our low
intellect and try to understand, discover and discuss.
The subtle impulses of melody (music) can only be experienced
and enjoyed by a ‘musician’, for, the common uninformed man, it is
just an elementary or haphazard sound of musical instruments.
1

Everyone speaks of wisdom and meditation;
but bound in bondage, the whole world is wandering around in confusion. 728

2

Our Lord and Master is Unweighable; He cannot be weighed. He cannot be
found merely by talking…..
No one is saved by mere talk and speech, nor by reading loads of books.

59

People talk on and on about Him; they consider this to be praise of God.
But rare indeed is the Gurmukh, who is above this mere talk.

51

3
4

Kabeer, at first, I thought learning was good; then I thought Yoga was better.
1366

This does not mean that we should not acquire intellectual
knowledge and education or that we should not indulge in scientific
research.
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We pass through materialism, and intellectual knowledge and
science are part and parcel of our lives – but this intellectual
knowledge alone should not be regarded as the final ‘destination’;
rather our intellectual education can only be successful if we acquire
spiritual knowledge or awareness of the Supreme Lord that is hidden
behind this universe.
‘God’ is hidden behind every atom of this universe and is showing
His ‘splendour’ in every aspect of nature.
1

The created universe is the manifestation of Your Name.
Without Your Name, there is no place at all.

4

2

Secondly, He fashioned the creation; seated within the creation, He beholds it
with delight.
463

3

I am a sacrifice to Your almighty creative power which is pervading everywhere.
469

In the innermost consciousness of every atom the ‘flow’ of ‘Divine
Command’ is indeed their ‘inlaid’ spiritual religion – which it is
earning unknowingly and automatically.. In this way every ingredient
of every
leaf
fruit
flower
stone
air
water etc.
of the universe – is the ‘Holy Book’ of that hidden ‘Spiritual religion’.
But the limited intellect of man is incapable of reading, discovering –
these hidden – ‘spiritual Book’ because our intellect is satisfied and
intoxicated with the outward materialistic education or scientific
research.
In actual fact, we have become contented and intoxicated with the
knowledge and research of the husk or skin of this universe – we
remain uninformed and deprived of the internal hidden ‘essence’
within these
18
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husks or skin. Gurbani explains the above discussion thus:1

Wisdom which leads to arguments is not called wisdom.
Wisdom leads us to serve our Lord and Master; through wisdom, honor is
obtained.
Wisdom does not come by reading textbooks; wisdom inspires us to give in
charity.
Says Nanak, this is the Path; other things lead to Satan.
1245

2

Within the self, the self is revealed, when one is blessed with the Ambrosial
Naam, the Name of the Lord.
1329

In the above lines it has been mentioned that we are not to simply
waste our lives in arguments using our wisdom, but to serve our
Master, the Supreme Lord or meditate upon Him. Meditating is
discovering God and obtaining honour in His Court. Having acquired
the essence knowledge of ‘Spiritual Religion’ in this way, we are to
dispense and propagate it. Besides this real ‘spiritual path’ or
‘Religion’, all other cleverness, cunningness or knowledge prove to be
satanic and harmful.
Without the religious ‘knowledge of reality’, our incomplete
intellectual knowledge or research is indeed like the plant without
fruit.
This intellectual education and scientific research keep us in the
‘prison’ of the trigun of materialism – to come out of this it is
essential to have the experience of spiritual education.
In the trigun materialistic sphere, everything occurs in pairs.
For this reason while intellectual education and science provides us
with materialistic comforts, on the other hand through the wrong use
of education and science, the world is suffering and terror-stricken. As
an example – the degrading political condition of all the countries and
the super-abundance of atomic bombs have made all the people feel
that the third world war is very close, and there is mental fear looming.
19
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I man could become elevated, pure, virtuous with mere
intellectual education, then by now this world would have been
inhabited only by angels and virtuous people.
But it is regrettable that despite so much education and scientific
research – our entire civilisation, when compared to previous ages has
been declining (to such an extent) that it has degraded beyond (the
level of) humanitarianism and the flow of this decline is proceeding
recklessly and speedily.
There is one and only one cure for this – and that is, materialistic
education and scientific research should be given ‘spiritual direction’ –
so that we can make our materialistic life comfortable and successful
and at the same time through spiritual research, attain our spiritual
goal. Thus we can be happy and comfortable in ‘this world and the
next (as well)’.
Our intellectual knowledge can take us - at best, to the outer courtyard
of Divine Realm and no further .
Only Intuitional Divine knowledge can introduce us into Divinity.
Divine Intelligence is complete, perfect, all-engulfing, sublime Light
and knowledge-from which our little brains derive light and knowledge.
This Divine Knowledge-being the mother of all intelligence-is the only
knowledge worth learning and acquiring; all other knowledge and
attainments are mere reflections of this Divine Intelligence.
The tremendous mental and scientific developments manifesting in the
universe-is not the product of human intelligence alone. In fact these
developments are the indirect reflection of Inner Spiritual Light and
knowledge.
All worldly religious knowledge is the means to, and not the fulfillment
of the soul.
This inner experience of Divine Intelligence can only be
20
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perceived or realised by the 'insight~ of the Soul-called 'Intuition'-in
the sublime company of Awakened Illuminated and Blessed Soul.
Every leaf, stone, flower-in fact every particle of the Cosmos-is an
open illustrated religious scripture-containing hidden sermons of
Divine Light and Knowledge, but the limited human intelligenceengrossed and galvanized with materialistic knowledge-is incapable to
comprehend and realise the Secret and Sacred Divine Knowledgehidden deep inside these natural 'Scriptures of Divinity' !
It is a pity that, with all the intellectual knowledge, scientific
achievements, boastful modern civilization, and surfeit of religions
and religious knowledge - humanity has not improved morally,
religiously or spiritually. In fact, humanity has 'degenerated' in all
aspects of life, and is suffering from Moral crises !
It is quite obvious that humanity is unconsciously heading
towards the abyss of misery, self-destruction and hell !
If a truth seeker forsakes ‘materialistic’ ‘attachment-materialism’,
even then he gets enmeshed in spiritual entanglements. It is easy to
break the concrete materialistic entanglements, but it is extremely
difficult or almost impossible to escape from the hollow, traditional
entanglements of religious rites-rituals! This is so because the truthseeker is gripped by these very subtle and tender spiritual bonds,
bonds about which he is unaware. After performing meditation,
penance, worship and other spiritual efforts, the truth-seeker obtains
occult power as well as a following among the Sikhs, then
automatically, unconsciously subtle ‘egotism’ enters his mind without
he being aware of it.
In this condition he does not remain a truth seeker, and because of
the increase of his following, he assumes the position of one who is ‘a
paragon of virtue’, ‘evolved’, ‘a saint’, ‘a monk’, ‘a great soul’, ‘a
guru’, ‘a satguru’, ‘a Maharaj’ (great king), ‘a Sri 108 (believed to be the
highest designation in spirituality) and ‘world guru’,
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and establishing a seminary, monastery with great display, increases
his worship and glory. The Sikh followers of such people feed and
nourish their subtle ego with the ‘fodder’ of extreme praise. The result
is that from the spiritual point of view, their (so called holy men’s)
spiritual progress not only stops, but gradually starts moving towards
hell and around themselves they create a ‘religious kingdom’,
seminary, group, sect and great display. By way of illustration we had
Wali kandhari’, ‘Meeaa Mitha’, ‘NurShah’, etc. in the past but
nowadays such people are seen in much greater numbers than in the
past.
In this way many serious truth-seekers, experience a disruption
while moving along the religious path.
1

He set out on a journey to meet the Lord, but his consciousness failed him halfway.
1369

2

Kabeer has made many students and disciples, but he has not made God his
friend.
1369

3

Kabeer, what good is it to give up Maya, if the mortal does not give up his
pride?
Even the silent sages and seers are destroyed by pride; pride eats up
everything.
1372

4

Without becoming the philosopher's stone, he does not inspire others to
worship the Lord; without instructing his own mind, how can he instruct others?
The ignorant, blind man calls himself the guru, but to whom can he show the
way?
491

5

I am a great poet, of noble heritage; I am a Pandit, a religious scholar, a Yogi
and a Sannyaasi;
I am a spiritual teacher, a warrior and a giver - such thinking never ends. 974

6

Of these, no one admits to any deficiency;
all say that they have found the Lord.

71

The mental condition and the downfall of these souls imprisoned
in the ‘spiritual-fort’ of such egotism is very pitiful because this subtle
‘egoistic-fort’ can only be conquered by ‘Satguru’ (True Guru) or
some spiritually elevated great soul.
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1

Serving the True Guru, the treasure is obtained; living the Word of the Shabad,
one is emancipated.
597

2

Meditate on the Guru's Feet, and the bonds of Maya shall be cut away from
you.
1093

3

By the Grace of the Saints, I have obtained supreme bliss, and all my bonds
have been broken.
573

4

In the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, the bonds of egotism are
released, and one comes to behold the One and only Lord.
1019

5

I seek the Sanctuary of the Saints, and I serve the Saints.
I am rid of all worldly concerns, bonds, entanglements and other affairs.

822

6

O my mind, emancipation is attained in the Sanctuary of the Holy Saints.

611

7

Those who meditate on the Lord obtain the fruits of their rewards, and the
bonds of Maya are all broken.
800

8

O Nanak, contemplate the Naam, the Name of the Lord, and you shall be
released from bondage.

9

Those humble beings who chant the treasure of the Naam, the Name of the
Lord, have their bonds broken.
496

10

Without the Name, no one is emancipated. All are bound by the Messenger of
Death.
569

11

Attached to the Lord's Name, one is emancipated, O Siblings of Destiny; go and
ask the wise ones about this.
603

12

Says Ravi Daas, the whole world has been plundered,
but I have escaped, chanting the Name of the One Lord.

13

794

Servant Nanak speaks: night and day, chant the Lord's Name, O Saints; this is
the only true hope for emancipation.
860

To feel
To experience the pull
To enjoy the pull of the love string
of the Divine ‘love cord’
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is indeed man’s
‘religion’
religious discipline
‘love-devotion’
spiritual goal.
In other words carrying out
recitation – worship
religious devotion
rites-rituals
charity
meditation
kirtan
earning shabad consciousness and
other numerous religious means

with divine love of one’s own inner being and faith orientation is the
truth seekers:accepted and successful ‘religious earning’.
1

The lifestyle of Your slave is so pure, that nothing can break his love for You.
684

2

O Listen everyone, I speak the truth,
He who truly loves will surely merge with God.

Sweyeh P 10

3

Except the Divine Love, consider all works leading you to the darkness. Engage
yourself toward observance of the Moral Law (Dharma). Thus accumulate the
wealth of the Divine Love, and stay away from sinful life. Ram P10 3/2

4

O Nanak, sublime is that love, which preserves my honor with my Lord Master.
560

For this reason in Gurbani there is advice and motivation for
requesting, for that discriminating intellect which can create ‘DivineLove’.
5
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Please awaken such understanding within me, that I may be in love with You,
God.
712
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Therefore according to the doctrine of Gurbani:the subtle spiritual desires of
love of ones own inner being
love - cord
love - strings
love – desire
is indeed
life
Shabad
Naam
divine taste
divine colour
devotional love.
Without the desires of such spiritual ‘love of one’s own inner
being’, man’s life becomes tasteless (insipid), dry and ‘life-less’.
I am not afraid of losing my youth, as long as I do not lose the Love of my Husband
Lord.
Fareed, so many youths, without His Love, have dried up and withered away. 1379
Die before the one whom you love;
to live after he dies is to live a worthless life in this world.

83

My inner being is filled with love for my Beloved Husband Lord. How can I live
without Him?
1113
He may be very handsome, born into a highly respected family, very wise, a famous
spiritual teacher, prosperous and wealthy;
but even so, he is looked upon as a corpse, O Nanak, if he does not love the Lord
God.
253
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From ‘dead-life’ – (that is life) without divine love-desire, sprouts
the stench and bad odour of egotism and ‘second love’ with which not
only we,
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burn ourselves in duality, hatred and fanaticism but also burn others.
In this way:
between
the ‘external religion’ of the materialistic sphere
and
the ‘spiritual religion’ of the internal divine sphere,
the ‘love of ones inner being’ or ‘love-cord’ is the one and only one:ladder
middle-man (match maker)
method
easy device.
These ‘spiritual flights’ of this ‘love of the self within’, have been
mentioned in Gurbani with phrases such as:God’s contemplation
love-meditation
love-separation
love-devotion
love-relish
love-colour
affectionate love
Lord’s love
True love
love garments
red colour (denoting intense love)
permanent colour
God’s faith
food of love
garland-decoration
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love intoxication
great play
scarlet colour (denoting deep affection)
mind’s special ‘sweetmeat’
magnificent secret grasp
bed decorated with thirst and longing
bed adorned in splendour
sign of meeting the Lord God
joy of the holy feet.
It is doubtless that this superior, lofty, pure blessing can only be
obtained through:the Grace of the Guru
the company of spiritually elevated Guru-orientated souls and
the cultivation of the connection of the Shabad and consciousness.
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1

The food of spiritual love is obtained when the True Guru is pleased.

115

2

The treasure of Ambrosial Nectar, the Lord's devotional service, is found
through the Guru, the True Guru, O Lord King.

449

3

The True Guru, who is himself the Lord, loves his devotees (deeply).
Var BG 26/22

4

Without the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, love for the Lord does not
well up; without this love, Your devotional worship cannot be performed. 694

5

The Supreme Lord showers His Mercy, and we find the Saadh Sangat, the
Company of the Holy.
The more time we spend there, the more we come to love the Lord.
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1

Kabeer, the sandalwood tree is good, even though it is surrounded by weeds.
Those who dwell near the sandalwood tree, become just like the sandalwood
tree.
1365

2

The loving desire to meet my Beloved has arisen within my mind.
I touch His Feet, and offer my prayer to Him. If only I had the great good
fortune to meet the Saint.

3

204

One whose mind is attuned to the Shabad, enshrines love for the True Lord.
920

4
5

One whose mind is filled with the Lord's Love,
is intuitively exalted by the True Word of the Shabad.

1016

Some, according to Your Will, are in love with Maya.

1286

O yes! This ‘form of divine love’ which is ‘in-laid’, ‘one and only
one’, ‘shared by all’, ‘spiritual religion’ is indeed the:hidden Naam
blissful tremor like pulse
vibrations of bliss (reverberation)
‘spiritual swing’
whirlwind of spiritual relish
great spiritual relish
spiritual comfort
spiritual intoxication
celestial melody
lightening light
motionless light
spiritual ecstatic delight
sweet spiritual vibrations
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hidden spiritual ruby
rain drop for the pied cuckoo
country of the ones reborn
unfathomable tremor
divine emotion
unstruck jingling
magnetic pull
‘True signal’
salvation giver
relish of spontaneity
golden like body
loin cloth of poise (highest spiritual state)
inner treasure of Naam
well, filled with nectar
God’s embrace
ocean of comfort
stick crutch (as a support)
sinker (that keeps a net taut)
joyful nectar
headgear of intoxication
precious beloved
cause of coming together (introducer)
thunder of the Lord
letter-less (inexpressible via letters)
word less (inexpressible via words)
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beyond time or space
wholly permeating
life-giving
love-cup
life current.
But this play of the spiritual sphere is novel and difficult.
1

Renounce both praise and blame; seek instead the state of Nirvaanaa.
O servant Nanak, this is such a difficult game; only a few Gurmukhs understand
it!
219

2

Kabeer, no one who is false can withstand the Touchstone of the Lord.
He alone can pass the test of the Lord's Touchstone, who remains dead while
yet alive.
1366

This difficult spiritual play becomes easy and attractive in the
company and guidance of Guru-orientated spiritually elevated beloved
ones.
3

In the Company of the Holy, there is no suffering (of intense effort).

Men are being carried away in the ‘materialistic life-flow’
innocently
unavoidably
unknowingly
automatically
spontaneously
and they are either completely
uninformed
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ignorant
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272

without knowledge
defiant
or are purposely indifferent, pretending and being stubborn.
Stopping
turning the direction
changing
the flow of this materialistic consciousness of life towards spiritual life
and then
motivating
stimulating
guiding
helping (towards spiritual life)
is indeed the
‘omniscient religion’
of man which is described in Gurbani thus:1

The seven seas are overflowing with the Immaculate Water; the inverted boat
floats across.
The mind which wandered in external distractions is restrained and held in
check; the Gurmukh is intuitively absorbed in God.
1332

2

But she who becomes Gurmukh, turns away from corruption and adorns herself,
attuned to the Love of the Lord.
785

3

Turn away, O my mind, turn away.
Turn away from the faithless cynic.

4
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535

My mind has now been restored to its original purity.
When I became dead while yet alive, only then did I come to know the Lord.327
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The process of transition of Soul, from Materialistic
Consciousness, to the Divine-Consciousness, is called RELIGION;
thus :to enjoy the bliss of Divine Grace & Love, and
to be merged & Lost in DIVINE Love is the ultimate goal
of RELJGION an d fulfillment of Soul.
the end
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